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concerns over whether the 330
people who currently made up the
maintenance workforce on campus .
would retain their jobs.
"We are pleased that the new
company and Nova have taken
strides towards improving the lives
of the hardworking janitors by
guaranteeinghigherwages and health
insurance," said the Rev. Timothy S.
Smiley, Senior Pastor of Plantation
United Methodist Church in a press
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By AlishaVanHoose
Editor-in-Chiej'
UNICCO employees and clergy
who had once rallied to form a union
got together for a different reason
on Feb. 14: to celebrate NSU's new
contract with TCB-Systems, a Miami-
.based company t~~f,."will take over
cleaning and maint<:~nance services
from UNICCO. The new contract is
to provide more competitive pricing for
the University, while offering workers
higher wages and health insurance.
UNICCO employees, local clergy
and union organizers had expressed
I NSU Ends Contract with
I
UNICCO in Favor of Miami-
Based TCB Systems
TCB Systems interviewing UNICCO
Employees for Possible Hire
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Dr. Frederick Lippman introduced
Barak.
Barak discussed the global threat
By Diana Daniel
StaffWriter
Ehud Barak Outlines
"Blueprint for Global
Relations"
The Israeli Secret Service
were present at Nova Southeastern
University on Wednesday, Feb. 14,
to protect the former Prime Minister
of Israel Ehud Barak during his
speech the "Blueprint for Global
Relations."
Barak served in the Israeli
. Defense Forces (IOF) for 36 years,
• and served Cas Prini'e Minister from
1999 to 2001. During his term,
Barak led peace negotiations with
Syria and Palestinian Authority, and
also worked to further unify Israel.
Dean of Farquhar College of
Arts and Sciences Don Rosenblum
opened the event, and Chancellor
of the Health Professions Division
Please See QUALITY
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universities across the country,
will visit the campus and question
students as part of the accreditation
process.
Blanco said that rather than
Photo by ALiSHA VANHOOSE/The Current
Marketing for Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) can be seen all across
campus, including outside the Shepard Broad Center.
experience through clinical work.
"We have been working on this
over the last year," said Blanco. The
entire process ofreaccredidation, she
explained, "adds value to the degrees
earned at NSU."
In March, members of SACS,
which include administrators from
Katie Blanco, Director of Student
Engagement, who along with other
administrators helped to develop
the initiative. She further explained
that each school, college, and center
has been gauging random student
responses to develop its own QEP.
There are three areas of focus
and each center must chose at least
one to accomplish, but may add
others if desired.
According to a QEP "Questions
and Answers" document, the'
areas inS~!1de "increasing student
participation in scholarship and
research, increasing academic
dialogue and exchange among
faculty members and students," and
"increasing student participation in,
andenh'ancing learning through,
practical experiences."
Blanco said that an example
of QEP in action is the College
of Dental Medicine's decision to
enhance the .-. students' learning
Mysterious signs on campus
telling students that "QEP Is for You"
had many asking just what the cryptic
phrase held in store for the NSU
community. As part ofthe university's
reaccredidation process, the Quality
Enhancement Plan is intended
to increase student engagement
throughout the university's many
colleges.
"I've seen the signs and I'm
wondering what it is," said junior
Anthony Labson, one of many
intrigued by the posters and banners
placed around campus beginning on
Feb. 1 advertising the program.
Every. ten years, NSU must
be reaccredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools.
Part of that process includes
establishing and executing plans to
increase academic engagement.
"There is an overall Q EP
plan for the entire university," said
By Greg Kyriakakis
NSU News Editor
QEP Aims To Engage Stud~cnts
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of the workers' struggle to form a
union in hopes of earning higher
wages and health insurance, which
started last March. The UN1CCO
employees teamed up with
union organizers SEIU and local
clergy, holding rallies and openly
criticizing the perceived inaction
on NSU's part. Executive Director
of University Relations Dave
Dawson was quoted during that
time as saying that "the President
feels that at this point, it's between
our supplier and our supplier's
employees."
However, Hanbury asserts
that the UN1CCO employees'
unionizing activities had nothing
to do with the decision to open
up the maintenance contract for
bids, and the administration was
not unhappy with UN1CCO. He
also adds that if students see either
deterioration or improvement of
servicesonce the transition has been
made, hewould like to know..
As of now, the contract for
food services is up for bid as well.
Aramark, NSU's current food
service provider, has put in a new
bid.
3301 College Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314-7796
(954) 262-8455
nsunews@nsu.nova.edu
New contract with Tea Systems
to provide more competitive
pricing for the University, while
offering higher wages and
health insurance
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release. "Our commitment is to
continue to speak on behalf of
the workers, to the university, and
to the larger community until
this promise becomes a reality."
Smiley had been among the clergy
supporting the workers since this
time last year.
TCB Systems representatives
were unavailable for comment, but
George Hanbury, Chief Operating
Officer for NSU, said that the
company planned to interview
current UN1CCO employees
for possible re-hire on the NSU
campus. According to Hanbury,·
TCB has other contracts in South
Florida, and those individuals who
were not hired to work on campus
may be· employed elsewhere in the
area.
"I hope that everyone will end
up in some type of employment
somewhere," said Hanbury on
Friday. He added that while
the University specified to their
contractors what work needed to
be done, "we don't tell them how
many employees they need to do
the job."
The change comes in the wake
UNICCO
continued from page 1
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Both debate teams hear the introduction before clashing on the issues.
Lunch and Learn Returns with Tom
Tworoger on Entrepreneurship
Debate Explores Sexual,
Physical and Religious Identity
is how entrepreneurs learn. Tworoger
shared his perspective with several short
and to-the-point remarks from "partners
are for dancing" to "admit your mistakes."
He emphasized the contrast between
the average person and the successful
entrepreneur: "opportunities come by
every time, but only the entrepreneur
seizes the moment."
By taking the challenge ofa business
that was not "glamorous," such as the
trucking business, Tworoger detoured from
the competition. "The hotrest thing on the
market doesn't work," explained Tworoger.
"It's a trend and is almost over." With
simple details, Tworoger demonstrated the
logic behind his successes and the flaws
that caused his failures and enabled him
to learn.
a greater role in defining one's sexual
identity.
After the debate, Dean Don
Rosenblum commended. both teams
and gave the panelists certificates of
appreciation. ·The nature team .was
declared the winner with a total of 217
points out of 300, while the nurture
team received 211 points.
"I was surprised, it was a very tough
competition," said sophomore biology
major Jonathan Phillips, who was a
member of the nature team. "It was a
lot more brutal than I thought it would
be and I am glad that we came out on
top."
"The debate brought together what
we've learned in class and took it one
. step further," said sophomore biology
major Kristina Christop.
from MST argued on opposing sides
of this issue, then judges - Timothy
Dixon, Ph.D, Michael Reiter, Ph.D,
and Vic Shanbhag, Ph.D - decided the
winning team.
Loomis· said· that he realized that
there are: many topics that relate to
personal identity, but organizers decided
on the three most debatable topics:
human sexuality, physical appearance
and abilities, and religious zealousnes's
and spirituality.
The first topic discussedwas human
sexuality. The nurture team began their
opening statement by defining nurture,
that childhood experiences, in fact, all
experiences, are forms of nurture. The
nurture team admitted that hormones
and genes do influence sexual identities,
but that experiences and influences play
words ofadvice.
Heather Clark, undergraduate
alumni, was informed through' email
about the Lunch and Learn event. ''I'm
planning on starting my own business,"
said Clark. "Since I want to do real estate
development I need to know what I'm
doing." ,:, ---
.senior Ladonna Rolle shared Clark's
. sentiments. "I want to start my own
business. As an entrepreneurship major,
I'm here to learn as much as I can about
the business."
Entrepreneur Tworoger explained
the main lessons from his business
experience. He focused on the basics
behind who to work with to ho~ to
treat others. He explained that failure is
an important part of business since this
ByJany Cabezas
StaffWriter
On Feb. 15, Business Consultant and
Entrepreneur Tom Tworoger spoke for the
first Lunch and Learn of this semester. April
Eldemire, Coordinator for Campus Relations
in Career Services, said "there were three last
semester, and we expect to have three more
this semester."
"We get speakers from the community
or from the area, such as faculty," added
Eldemire. In this vein, Tworoger represents
the Huizenga School of Business as an
Assistant Professor.
Former owner of Kenworth Truck
of S.1.L, Tworoger spoke about his life
experiences and his techniques for· starting
a business. From 12 to 1 p.m., lunch was
served and students gathered around in a
DeSantis classroom to listen to Tworoger's
In line with NSU's academic theme
of Identity, the Farquhar College of Arts
and Sciences' Division qfMadt, Science,
and Technology held a debate on "Nature
versus Nurture" on Feb. 13 in the Kni~t
Auditorium of the DeSantis Building.
The event was coordinated by
professors Joshua Loomis, Ph~D, Jason
Rosenzweig, Ph.D, and Mathew He,
Ph.D, the Director of the MST division.
The debate began with an introduction
from Loomis, assistant professor in the
MST division. According to Loomis, the
question that the panelists were being
asked was "What plays a more dominant
role in shaping our identity? Is it our
genes, our DNA, or our experiences and
environment?" Two groups of students
By Kristine Belizaire
Distribution Manager
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Barak's main concern with terrorism was
that terrorist groups would not hesitate to
use nuclear armaments if they obtained
the materials
QEP hopes to increase {
student participation in
scholarship and research,
as well as academic
dialogue and excha.nge
among faculty and studen.ts
of terrorism.· He explained that Israel has
been through challenges for an extensive
period of time because of terrorists.
During his 36 years in the IDF~ Barak led
a mission to rescue an airliner that was
. hijacked by terrorists. During a situation
like that, Barak said one must "think not
out of the box, but with a mind free of
dogma, ruthlessly focused."
Barak's main concern with terrorism
was that terrorist groups would not
hesitate to use nuclear armaments ifthey
obtained the materials. He also explained
Israel's ongoing conflict with Palestine.
"Palestine never missed an
opportunity to miss an opportunity," said
Barak, meaning no matter what kind of
peace agreement was presented to Yasser
Arafat, the leader ofPalestine at the time,
it was always rejected. According to Barak,
this was because Arafat did not want to
accept Israel as a Jewish state. "Israel is
not going to be erased," said Barak. He
assured that "Israel has been and will be
the strongest nation state, even twenty
years from now."
Barak also spoke about Iraq and
said it is a "traditional enemy of Israel."
He said that the current situation between
America and Iraq is one with "no simple
exit strategy." Although he did not criticize
President George Bush's military strategies
or the actions he ordered American soldiers
to take in Iraq, he said that the American
. presence in Iraq was the problem.
"History ~ill judge President Bush
more positively than present headlines,"
said Barak on the current situation in Iraq.
Another topic Barak touched on was
Islam. He said that Osama bin Laden
"hijacked" real Islam and caused a crisis
clash between the free world and Islam. As a
result of this, and in order to stop terrorism
and reach world peace, Barak urged "We
must summon ourselves courage of the
World War II generation."
Barak ended his speech discussing
global issues such as poverty and AIDS.
"Nothing should weaken our sense of
purpose and we should never lose sight ofthe
other picture-poverty, AIDS, tyrannical
and corrupt leaders," said Barak. "The world
needs to develop a sense of community and
lift up other peoples' children, as well as
their own. We also need to achieve social
justice on a global basis."
just meeting goals, the QEP
implementation will go beyond
what is required. "We want
to make sure we follow all [of
SACS] requirements," she s~d.
"But we also want to make
students feel more connected
while they're here." .
Eddie Jitpraphai, Assistant
Director for Marketing and
Student Information, said that
her goal was to create curiosity
in students and staff through
a three-phase marketing
campaign. Along with a team
consisting of Brad Williams,
Dean of Student Affairs, Dave
Dawson, Executive Director
of University Relations, and
Blanco, Jitpraphai personally
designed the ads with input
from the others.
"It seemed to work very
well," said Jitpraphai. She found
that those around campus
would inquire as to what the
advertisements meant, with·
each phase revealing a bit more
information.
Phase three, which will be
unveiled on March 1, promises
to provide more information on
how the plan will affect students.
"By that time [students] will
understand what it means,"
said Jitpraphai. A website
will also be created providing
more information about the
program.
NSU's Quality Enhancement Plan
is for each· of us
Nova Southeastern University
QEP
QUALITY ENHANCEMENT PLAN
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NSU Cheerleading to Compete in NCA National,
C'ollege Championship for First Time
By Alida Winslett
Sports Editor
This year the Sharks Cheerleaders
will be heading to the NCA National
College Championship for the first time
in its history. CATolchinsky has coached
the cheerleading team for four years,
and she said that her squad is prepared
for this challenge. "I've had these girls
since their freshman year and they have
worked so hard and wanted to do this so
much," said Tolchinsky. "The veterans
and newcomers are really strong and the
seniors really deserve this."
According to varsity.com, the
NCA Nationals are the most prestigious
Cheerleading Championships in the
country. Each year teams from across
the globe come together ro compete for
national titles in a variety of levels and
divisions. This year the teams will be
competing in Daytona Beach, Fla. from
April 4 to 8 in the Ocean Center and
Band Shell.
"The NCA level is hardest level to
compete at," saidTolchinsky. The Sharks
team had to be evaluated by an official
at the organization to see if they were
going to compete or not. The criteria
they had evaluated were skills, stunts,
tumbling,' cheers, -arrd-dance.'·Now·they
The Cheerleading squad.
will compete in the All-Girl Division
II league at Nationals.
Tolchinsky gives much credit
to her coaching staff this year. "We
have an awesome coaching staff. We
hilve another coach this year from
. the LJniversityof Maryland and her
team was first place in Division I,
and it's been really helpful to have her
around because she's helped us with
choreography a lot."
This year Tolchinsky believes her
team is well prepared to take it to the
. next level. "Oh, yes, we're finally ready
Photo by NSU Sports Information
to compete in the NCA. We definitely
have the skills and the talent now,"
Tolchinsky said.
The NCA will be shown on ESPN
II on the dates of the competition.
Golf Wins
Matlock··lnvitational
by Six Strokes
By
Spa
.The mens, golf team competed in the Matlock
Invitational in Lakeland, Florida from Feb. 11 to 13.
. The teams played at Grasslands Golfand Country Club,
a7,065 yard, par 72 course. The Sharks won the 54 hole
. Invitational, defeating the top four nationally ranked
teams in the country.
At the end of the first day, the men's team was in
third place, four shots off the lead. Florida Gulf Coast
University took the lead in the first day ofplay. However,
on the second day of play, the Sharks rallied to win
the tournament by six strokes. NSU defeated number
four Barry Unive~sity by six strokes and number three
Florida Gulf Coast by 10 strokes out of the 12 teams
that competed in this tournament.
Eric Cole finished in second place individually
where .sixty individuals competed. Cole finished
the tournament three under par total of 213. Greg
O'Mahony finished in fifth place with a final round of
69, which moved his total up to 216. In seventh place
was Constantin Schwierz with a one over par, 217.
Byron White and Michael Davenport finished with
scores of220 and 229, respectively.
Head coach Kevin Marsh was excited that his
team won the tournament. "1 am proud of the way the
guys played this week," said Marsh. "We ended the fall
Please See HAVENS
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level of play this season. "There was no doubt
in my mind that I would be able to do it before
the season finished," said Havens. ''I'm just glad
I was able to break the mark on senior night
Photo by NSU Sports Information
Jennifer Havens reaches career goal of
1,000 points.
By Nelly Mesa
StaffWriter
NSU's Athletic Department is proud to
honor the Sharks women's basketball team
(9-15, 7-6 SSC) for the program's past week
of tremendous accomplishments. The team
crushed conference rival Eckerd College, 70~
49, in the Sharks' Senior Night event, making
it a memorable one for seniors Mechelle Jones,
Melissa Tippets, and Jennifer Havens.
In addition to the significant win for the
Sharks, Havens was able to enter herself into
NSU's record book as being the second all-time
in NSU women's basketball history to not only
reach, but surpass her 1,000 career point mark.
Haven's enters this spot having scored 1,013
points and 439 rebounds, along with 353 field
goals and 305 free throws putting her free-throw
percentage at an exceptional 0.847 percent.
"Reaching 1000 points is definitely a great
accomplishment for me and I'm very honored ...A
that I have had the opportunity to do so," said
Havens. "I actually never imagined breaking
1000 points. It's funny because I had no idea
that I was even close." Havens added that she
was informed just a few weeks ago that she was
only 100 points away from reaching the goal. "It
was a surprise to me as well."
Havens said that she did not focus much
on meeting the point marker, just in playing
the game. She said she has felt confident in her
Senior Jennifer Havens Named
Women's Basketball Sunshine State
Conference Player of the Week
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Spons Bites An Inside Look: Baseball's Bryan Cook
Photo by Gary Curreri.
Bryan Cook steps up to the plate to bat.
By Alicia Winslett
Sports Editor
Men's Basketball
On Feb. 14, the men's basketball
team took on the Lynn Fighting
Knights in the de Hoernle Center.
The Sharks are now 12-12 overall
and 7-7 in SSC and Lynn is 14-10
and 6-7 in the SSC conference. Even
though the Sharks were trailing at
the half44-32, they came back in the
end to win 66-62. At the beginning
of the second hal£ the Sharks held
Lynn scoreless for the first 10 minutes
of play. Tim Coentaad led the
Sharks with 23 points in the game.
Josh Wood scored 18 points and
had seven rebounds. David Naylor
scored 11 points and had 8 reounds.
Rhys Martin had 7 assists and had
no turnovers as point guard.
Women's Basketball
On Feb. 14, the women's
basketball team took on the Lynn
Fighting Knights. Unfortunately, in
this game the Sharks were defeated
by a score of 79-64. The Knights are
now 14-10 and 6-7 in the SSe. The
Sharks are now 9-16 and 7-7 in the
SSC Conference. Jennifer Havens
scored a game high of 26 points and
Mechelle Jones scored 15 points.
By Nelly Mesa
StaffWriter
The NSU Athletic Department
is ecstatic to welcome new comer
Bryan Cook to the men's baseball
program this 2007 season. Cook is
a 21 year-old junior transfer from
Santa Fe Community College where
he achieved numerous prestigious
accomplishments, such as. being
named to his previous school's Second
All-Conference Team, as well as being
named Santa Fe's Most Valuable
Player as a sophomore.
"I transferred to NSU because I
had the opportunity to keep playing
baseball here upon graduating from
my two-year college," said Cook.
"I plan on doing all I can to help
my team in winning a ton of games
and getting as far into post season as
possible."
Cook is a fairly local talent,
hailing from Rockledge, Fla., where
he spent his early and adolescent years
growing up. Standing tall at 6 feet 5
inches and weighing 230 pounds,
Bryan brings plenty to the table for
the Sharks. Cook's commanding size
has proved to be a vital aspect to his
success while starting in the first base-
slot for NSU. In addition to Bryan's
impressive defensive capabilities, he
has brought tremendous power to the
team's line up, making himselfknown
as a force to be reckoned in
the batters box.
Cook starting playing
the game he has come to love
at an extremely young age.
He refers to that period in his
life as "the tee-ball days." The
significant people in his life
have all played a tremendous
role as far as positively
influencing his baseball
career's success thus far.
"My family has always
been there to support me as
far as baseball is concerned.
Most of my friends are
baseball players too, so I can
look to them for advice when
I'm on the field," said Bryan.
"My role model would have
to be Albert Pujols. He is one
of the best players in the game
and is a good all around guy.
Nobody can hit a ball like he
"can.
When asked what it is he loves
and makes him so passionate about
the sport, Cook answered "the overall
difficulty of the game and knowing
that each day will bring something
new." Aside from baseball, Bryan
is a business administration major.
Although he is not entirely sure what
profession he will pursue in the future
Cook said ''I'm a hard worker, so I will
do my best once I get out there into
the working world and I know I will
be successful."
Cook may be unsure about his
career, he is certain of his main goal.
"My one true goal is to live a good
quality life, trying my best to do the
right thing on and off the field."
Baseball
On Feb. 13, the men's baseball
team went up against Flagler College
and claimed the win 9-8. NSU is now
4-2 in the season and Flagler is now
2-5. Right fielder Damon Marino
hit 2 homeruns in this game and also
had five RBI's, but in total the Sharks
had seven errors in the game. Shawn
Langlois collected three hits and two
steals in the game. Bryan Cook and
Dale Alberto had two doubles in the
game. Pitcher Ruddy Garcia picked
up the win in his first appearance
this season.
Women's Tennis
On Feb. 11, the women's tennis
team started their season strong 2-0
defeating Palm Beach Atlantic and
Northwood University by scores
of 9-0. The Sharks doubles Alexa
Korotkevich and Ulia Talalenko
defeated Palm Beach's Natalie
Alemman and Vivi Lebed 7-5, 6-0.
Doubles Edita Kulichova and Tsippy
Waterman took down Brooke Nord
and Katie Livesay 8-1. In the singles
game, Korotkevich took down Nord
7-5,6-0, and then Talalenko defeated
Aleman 6-2, 6-1. Each member of
the Sharks team also took down their
opponents.
Against Northwood, NSU also
won the match 9-0. Korotkevich and
Talalenko thrashed M. Seger and M.
Aybar 8-1 in doubles play. Teammates
Kulichova, Schmidtmann took
down A. Rinoll and S. Gustavo 8-2.
Waterman and Crider finished with
their win over K. Stickney and A.
Stublek 8-0.
Women's Basketball
FEBRUARY 19, 2007
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because it made it even better."
Even when her life of
basketball did not seem like
it could get any better, events
proved it did. After previously
being named the Sunshine State
Conference Player of the Week
in December, Havens was able
to gain the title once again.
Averaging 23.5 points, 5.5
rebounds as well as shooting at 55
percent, she has proved that she
deserved this honor one last time
before graduating.
·"1 wouldn't have been
able to do any'ofthis without
my teammates from the past
four years here at NSU,"
said Haven. "The girls
this year are the best and 1
wouldn't have been able to
reach these goals without
each and everyone of them.
I'm going to miss them so
,much. Playing ball herewith
them has definitely been the
experience of a lifetime."
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Men's Basketball
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Women's Rowing
Sat, 02/24/07 Stetson Sprints
TBA Site: Deland, Fla. (NCAA)
Women's Tennis
Eckerd Tournament
Site: S1. Petersburg, Fla. (NCAA II)
Eckerd Tournament
Site: S1. PeterSburg, Fla. (NCAA II)
Eckerd Tournament
Site: S1. Petersburg, Fla. (NCAA II)
Palm Beach Atlantic University (DH)
Site: Home (NCAA II)
Pirate Invitational Sun, 02/25/07
Site: Savannah, Ga. (NCAA II) 11 :00 AM
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TBA
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TBA
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Wed, 02121/07 Florida Gulf Coast University
7:30 PM Site: Home (NCAA II)
Sat, 02124107 University of Tampa
4:00 PM Site: Tampa, Fla. (NCAA II)
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Softball
Wed, 02/21/07
5:00PM
Men's Golf
Sun, 02/25/07
TBA
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Eri( Cole hits the ball out
of the sand trap.
New dO.nors earn $75* this week!
Qualified Specialty Plasma Donors
can earn up to $300* a month!
*Payment amounts depending upon donation frequency &program
Must have valid 10 along with proof of SS# and local residency.
Walk-ins welcome. No appointment necessary.
2301 N3 University Dr, Suite # 03
season with a win and a number
one National ranking but we knew
we had weaknesses to improve on
during the off season. Winning
the first tournament of the spring
shows we improved on our
weaknesses and are a better team." "
Marsh added that the team's
main goal this spring is to play
the best golf possible during
Conferences, Regionals, and
Nationals.
"Tournaments like this will
give us invaluable experience that
will be great to have during post
season competition," said Marsh.
GOLF
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Talk About a 'Super Group~...
Please See SUPER
Page 11
war, it's easy to relate the song to really
any war where the human race has
done and received significant damage
on either side.
Although it's not surprising that
most of this music is grim (as most
British music is - we'llieave.the cheery
"..f~"
gloortiY;:ydJsO enj(,Ya:bl~ ..
The residing theme of the album
is wat ... typical, I know. But Albarn
and cr~w do it a little differently.
On "Kingdom of Doom," instead
of talking about things like why
we're~fwar or why we shoUldn't be
at 'oV~i-,hhey've crafred a lovely (but
<feJ?f~sihg) song about the aft~rmath
..... of;,i\Var;,;~y not .naming any.spedfic
':'f~\:',: .-,'~":ij,.,.":>
to be the next big thing in London.
However, the music is incredible and as·
somebody wrote on YouTube recently
under one of their videos, they could
be the best "commercial band" ever.
The album starts off subtly witp.
"History Song," which is played· on
acoustic guitar and accompanied by
a bass line that walks Albarn's voice
through the song. As a fan of Blur,
Albarn's voice doesn't surprise me,
but the instruments on this track do.
It's hard not to notice the distinct
characteristic each member of the
band puts into this song (and all ofthe
songs, actually). It's a nice start to the
album and the dreary sort of rhythms
set up the mood fonhe rest of it.
Songs like "The;. Northern
Whale" an~""1h~BuIlt1~~ Song" are
typically British in that the mood is
sad and disappointed and they're so
focused on what once Was instead of
what is now. If you didn't know that
the band was British, you could tell
just from listening to these two songs.
Here is where Albarn brings his Blur-
style songwriting and melodies to
this album: how they're so incredibly
By Stefani Rubino
Vttriety Editor
The idea of The Good, The Bad, &
The Queen can get a little confusing, so
follow carefully. Although that is not
the confirmed name of the b<tI1d, that
is the name of their "self-titled" album
which was originally intended to be a
solo concept album by Damon Albarn
(Blur, Gorillaz), with Danger Mouse
producing, about the mysteries and joys
of modern life in London. However, it
was revealed in July of last year that
Albarn had turned it into a group with
Clash bassist Paul Simonon, Verve
guitarist Simon Tong, and Mrica 70 and
Fela Kuti drummer Tony Allen (thus
me labeling them a "supet group").
In its first week, the album came
in at number two on the UK charts
and was recently certified gold there.
Although this is incredible, it's not at all
surprising. Let's think about this: you've
got three members of this band who
wete and are in bands that are loved
and cherished by people in the UK
(The Clash, The Verve, and Blur), and
then add a legendary reggae drummer
and you're pretty much guaranteed
Please See RISING
Page 11
ByJany Cabezas
StaffWriter
Most would say beginnings
are very important. Seems like once
classics are classics, whatever comes
afrerwards - whether it's a "number
two" sequel or a going back in time
"beginning" - never ,makes the cut
in capturing the essence of original
movies. However, it is nice to see
an exception come by every now
and then. Usually what attracts us
to these kinds of films, like the past
heroic Batman/Superman Begins,
is our own curiosity. How did this'~
character become what he is? What
must've triggered it all? Hannibal
Rising, though no masterpiece,
clearly defends itself with powerful
unexpected statements and an overall
decent entertainment value.
One goes to see this movie
looking for strong violence and
disturbing images. Of course, it
is Hannibal afrer all and there are
expectations. However, Hannibal
Risingwas not much ofa horror film,
or even a thriller. In a sense, this film
Please See THUNDER
Page 10
"Upon Encountering..." is just a
gypsy-rock instrumental that seems
to be somewhat of an interlude, and
''Armand Hammer" sounds .. kind
of a .• likean..;:<Lq.>ustic, .free-style rant
by Ounsworth' "and crew. Whatever
their intended meaning was, I think
CYHSY is more capable and more
talented than what these tracks show.
.Some of the best tracks on this
album are the ones that showcase
what CYHSY proved to be the' best
at, crass yet eager vocals, beautiful,
towering harmonies, and unorganized
but enjoyabkrhythms that make you
what to keep listening. There are few
tracks on this album that show this
and they're worth waiting for. "Love
Song No.7" is like it was written
specifically for CYHSY. No other
band could have produced this track.
Ounsworth's dissident vocals are
accompanied by a beautiful piano
P-lelody that carries his voice (and his
whisding) throughout the song until
the very end. It's just a beautiful track
to listen to.
"Mama, Won't You Keep Those
Castles in the Air and Burning"
is, an incredibly well put together
track where the lyrics just slide off of
Ounsworth's tongue as if the language
was written for him. Tropical, 1950's
"lJPo'n Encountering
the (Jripple({Elephant" and
"Arm arn;lHammer" are two
songs~1 guess I justdon't
understand. Neither of them
are over two minutes long
and on an II-track record,
I'm sureit's not a greatjdea
to have two of them seem
unfinished or incomplete.
probably hundreds of labels begging for
them, and recruited the help ofproducer
David Fridmann (The Flaming Lips,
Mercury Rev, Mogwai). Although the
record is filled with beautiful melodies,
luxurious harmonies, and memorable
song titles (such as "Yankee Go Home"),
it falls a little short of what their debut
brought to the table.
",The title track, "Some Ipud
Thunder," is probably the worst tr~ck
on the whole record. It's completely
dreary to listen to. It's unor~nized and
there's this hideous distortion in the
.backgr~>und through the entire song.
The title track on the debut, "Clap
Your Hands~" is a rich, indie pop song
meant to be listened to and enjoyed,
but "Some Loud Thunder"
is ambiguous and I'm .not
~YStl~~ ••if•• ,l\P-l.·,stipposed.t(;);~ .•~it'(H~~ome
W,~~.the
"~tt1~i"Ale<:~il~~.4~~hard to tell.
By Stefani Rubino
Vttriety Editor
For those who don't know, the
story of Clap Your Hands Say Yeah
(or CYHSY) is a quite interesting and
inspiring one. In 2005, webzines, indie
blogs, and even internet indie music
sites (like Pitchfork) were buzzing about
these five guys from Philly and Brooklyn
who decided t9 igno~e; the. need '. :9,[
desire for record label ~d rekased their ,.
first album, which was self titled. Let's
just say the record was fantastic and
until now the public was··kept guessing
about how they could follow-up their
smashing debut.
Once again, the boys have decided
to self-release their album, snubbing the
Some Loud Fhun.Jj""$,'lt'lki#ihHa""ibal
Little Short Rising
Rises
Enough
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Ghost Rider is Exciting, but Doesn't Deliver THUNDER
continued from page 9
By Kristine Belzaire
Distribution Manager
Based on the Marvel comic book,
Ghost Rider tells the story of young
Johnny Blaze (Matt Long) who sells
his soul to the devil Mephistopheles
in order to save his father, who is
dying of cancer. The devil does cure
Johnny's father, but kills him in a
stunt accident.· Full of grief, Blaz~
leaves his one true love Roxanne
Simpson (Raquel Alessi) and tries to
forget about his past.
By. selling his soul, he becomes
Ghost Rider, a demonic force who
the devil uses to fight evil people who
escape from Hell. The plot may sound
interesting, but as a big Nicolas Cage
fan, I expected hiin to really deliver in
his role and I was a bit disappointed
A number ofyears later, an older
Blaze emerges (Nicolas Cage) as a
famous motorcycle stuntman, who
is in search of a sign that will show
him that he can alter his destiny. He
gets his sign when he reunites with
Roxanne (Eva Mendes), who became
a news reporter.
I'm not going to give more details
"Q that I don't ruin the movie, but I will
say that the plot really did not make
any sense at all, and seems to lose itself
during the movie. I like movies that
have some legend or mythical aspect
to it, but Ghost Rider fails to explain
the legend thoroughly enough to the
audience. The special affects were ok,
especially Ghost Rider's appearance
with his burning skull and his burning
motorcycle. However, as a hero, he
did not do many heroic deeds, which
I think,is a shame.
As for the acting, I didn't feel the
chemistry between Cage and Mendes.
The devil's son (Wes Bentley) was
a very'pathetic villain, who kills
people with his fingers. The only
good actingcime from Sam Elliot,
who plays Carter Slade, the caretaker
of the cemetery where Ghost Rider
keeps his motorcycle.
But the movie was not all bad.
There were some very funny scenes,
thanks to Cage's sarcastic sense of
humor. If you are willing to throw
common sense out of the window
for two hours, this movie is for you.
style instrumentals ring in the
background as the lyrics flow from
Ounsworth's mouth. "Yankee Go
Home" is the other track that really
showcases Ounsworth's elaborate
singing voice. Simple instrumentals
follow Ounsworth's voice until they
get to the chorus where he sings
"Yankee go/ Yankee go home/ The
gas prices are getting higher! As rain
falls upon dry land/ Yankee go home"
as the instruments are booming in the
background.
This review probably wouldn't
be complete without mentioning the
only dance-able song on the album,
"Satan Said Dance," which is more
an electro-indie pop song, but still
quite fun to listen to. I mean, the
song is about a hell where instead
of everybody burning, Satan makes
souls dance forever. That could be
one of two things: scary or fun.
After all, the album isn't a
. complete drag to listen to. There are
some tracks on here that can be easily
enjoyed and that I like very much.
Either way, if you liked their debut,
you should definitely check this one
'out. The main difference between the
two is organization, which this one
lacks.
Their U.S. tour has also begun
and Clap Your Hands-Say Yeah will
be performing down here on April 22
at Revolution in Fort Lauderdale.
SIxth Annual
Oraduate SduJak ...... 1Jay
Thursday, February 22, 20D7
10:30 a.nt-3:30 p.nt
University Center
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there hasn't been much internet buzz
about them. I've seen a few articles
in the UK magazines like Mojo and
NME, but nothing on the internet
and nothing in American magazines,
either. Maybe they're Great Britain's
new musical mascots or maybe the
stories they're telling are something
the American media just can't relate
to. Whatever it is, they've started the
race and they can only pick up speed
from here.'
stuff to the Swedes), it's hard to
listen to this album and not notice a
slight similarity between The Good,
The Bad, & The Queen and another
famous Brit-band from the past, The
Smiths. Personally though, I would
rather hear Albarn spew his cynical
and miserable outlook on life than
hear Morrissey and crew complain
about it.
Oddly enough though, -with
the dream team Albarn's got going,
The Good, The Bad, and the Queen
offersalovelY,but depressing look
into the aftermath of war
Hannibal Rising does have its
weaknesses, but the good development
of psychological trauma and displaying
the horrors of war could overcast
these faults. As a whole, it rises above
its disappointments and captures the
essence of Hannibal's development. It is
a relatively average movie, balanced in
strengths and weaknesses, but does not
fail to entertain.
WANTED: Egg Donors
Healthy, non-smoking women 19-31
for infertile loving couples.
Earn up to $5,000 or more!
Agency 954 987 5802
Wanted
Servers, bartenders, kitchen staff wanted at
Daisy Dukes Saloon. Grand opening in
beginning of March! 954-430-9930 or stop by
10060 Pines Blvd. Pembroke Pines.
DELL CAMPUS REPS NEEDED
Promote a top 30 company to gain
real-world business & marketing experience!
www.RepNation.com/Dell to apply.
is a mildly violent biography
that leaves viewers wishing for
more gore. Keep in mind that
this is corning from someone
that does not watch many horror
movies, so those that do watch
horror movies and are immune
to a little blood should expect an
even greater disappointment. The
strongest moments were shown in
the commercial, which is slightly
ironic considering the R rating.
The lack of gore can be
overlooked considering Hannibal
Risings strengths. A nice
unexpected twist hits you near the
end that ties everything rogether
and adds more psychological unity
to the film. This film also reminds
the audience of the horror of war
and how vicious and "animal-like"
humans can be. Of course, war
becomes an excuse to do things'
that aren't usually considered
moral. Hannibal Rising illustrates
this perspective really smoothly.
Through the events of Hannibal's
youth, it becomes really clear
why "he is how he is." Minor
epiphanies might make this film
worth watching.
"Hannibal Rising [is] no masterpiece,
[but it] clearly defends itself with-
powerful unexpected statements and an
overall decent entertainment value "
Miguel Alonso, Jr.
Miami
Electrical Engineering
Douglas Houghton
New York
Nursing
Megan Bottegal
North Carolina
Forensic Chemistry
Saira Babu John
India
International MBA
Charlie Emerson
Connecticut .
Post Professional
Athletic Training/
Sports Medicine
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A Fly on the Wall:
Crunch Time!
State of The University Address
Port 1of 2
Please See FLY
Page 14
conference funds should not be able
to tap the reserve funds when other
clubs (or the SGA, for that matter)
can use that dough to hold some fun
and engaging events on campus. On
campus, I said. Not in Washington,
D.C. and not in Atlanta. Unless they
want to pay to fly every student there.
The lack of truly engaging events is
a reason why NSU school spirit, the
little there is, suffers.
Call me insane or whatever,
but the SGA should not pay for
conferences. Nevertheless, a resolution
was passed to not fund any more
conferences this semester. Good, I say.
During his report, President Andrew
Ibrahim also mentioned that the
Finance Committee proposed putting
a $2,100 cap per organization per year
for conferences. Bad, I say. SGA Gary
Gershman mentioned before that the
SGA was becoming more like a welfare
agency in the way clubs ask for money
and I couldn't agree any more with
that statement.
There's another little bit that
annoys me: the loophole of clubs
claiming that their events are open.
The SGA does not fund events that are
Please See ADDRESS
Page 14
of the mission and services of the
NSUSGA and even feel empowered
to get involved.
Upon .taking office this past
spring, I was very much aware that
our Student Government would
be in one sense rebuilding, and in
another progressing. As the 2006-"
2007 NSUSGA, we have taken the
good, and left behind the bad.
It is the mission of the Student
Government Association to promote
a more dynamic and diverse campus.
As the dynamic ofNSU has changed
dramatically in the last year, I began
my Presidency articulating the vision
of a Student Government ready to
change the culture of the campus. -
our University a year ago, I may
not have been sure of my answer.
But now, I am privy to a fact that
hopefully every student at Nova
Southeastern understands: The State
of our University is strong, and it is
growing:
It is my pleasure to present the
Fall 2006 State of the University
Address. I will share with you what
we set out to do for the year, what
we were able to accomplish thus far,
what is in store for the remainder
of our term, and most importantly,
reflect on the challenges we face in .
office and offer some suggestions on
how the student government can and
should tackle these issues. For those
who are new to the workings of the
NSUSGA, I ~elcome you and hope
that after this address you will walk
away with a better understanding
responsibilities and eight goals that
were set. President Andrew Ibrahim
said six of the eight were accomplished
and so only $5,200 of the $8,500 was
actually allotted. SGA Advisor Terry
Morrow said the $3,300 would come
out of SALD's account and that, after
the details are hammered out, they
. SGA may receive the rollback by this .
Wednesday or by the end of the week.
And who knows? Unspent money
from organizations may also rollback.
The future may not be so bleak after
all. But, again, those monies are not
certain.
Here's an interesting note that's
not so on the side. I looked at my
notes for the SGA meeting on Feb.
15,2006 (one year and a day off from
this meeting) and came across a nice
figure. The SGA Treasurer at the time,
Diane Klein, reported that the SGA's
remaining funds was $30,765.95. That
is an enormous difference. Huge. Mind
boggling. I can't get over that fact. Why
the large $20,700 difference? I think
the answer lies in the fact that more
clubs and organizations came crawling
to the SGA this year requesting funds
for conferences, events that do not,
in any direct way, benefit the student
body as a whole. I don't at all support
funds for leadership conferences.
Sure they may benefit the clubs
directly and the students through
some crazy, convoluted trickle-down
process, but I see no direct benefit
for the average student. There should
be a separate account with the SGA's
Leadership Development Committee
or some other office. Clubs asking for
I'm going to talk about trains.
Those ancient steam-powered train
engines that ran on steam. Steam
generated by the burning of coal and
the heating ofwater. A safe analogy to
make is that the SGA is one of these
steam-powered machines. Did I throw
anyone off yet? I do have a point to
make, but sometimes I like to take
the scenic route in my approach. And
it's all for the sake of enlightenment.
Back to the analogy. The SGA is one
ofthese trains but its fuel source is not
coal (we all know how scarce that will
be soon). Well, dtih, what is it then?
Its fuel source is the $100,000 allotted
by Student Affairs. Once those funds
run dry there is little else the SGA can
do in terms of business.
The reality, ignoring the
spontaneous train analogy, is that
the SGA is running dangerously
low on fuel. It is practically sucking
fumes at this moment. The amount
at the beginning of the meeting was
around $10,700 and by the end, after
a considerably amount requested by
the Greek organizations for Greek
Week and one bill by the Beta Beta
Beta honor society, the SGA was left
with about $3,700.
The SGA may be receiving some
rollback money, about $3,300, from a
Compensation Bill (the bill the SGA
passed a while back to pay itself). That
bill had stipulations that the SGA
members would get paid according
to how well they handled their
By Paul Saneaux
Managing Editor
Fellow students, staff, and administration,
As I woke up this morning and
began looking over the draft of this
speech, I could only help but smile.
I was surrounded by a coffee mug,
left-over pizza, and a messy room.
While these things may seem trivial
to you, they are symbolic of the time
and energy put forth by this year's
Nova Southeastern Undergraduate
Student Government Association.
Your SGA can be defined in one
-"word: dedication. Late hours, self-
sacrifice, hard work and challenging
situations are common occurrences
that every member of the NSUSGA
has experienced in the past semester.
However, our vision for the student
body has not been tainted by these
obstacles. Instead, it has drawn us
closer together, and given us focus.
If I was asked about the State of
Sincerely,
~lIM~DIJ4e
Dear NSU Community,
NSU Conservatives President
and Non-Traditional Senator Diego
Echeverri walked into the newsroom
the other day asking for a flag. I wasn't
sure why he thought there would
be an American flag in here, but it
turned out he was mostly asking to
see whether I knew of anyone in the
building that had one. Neither of us
were sure why the SGA office didn't
have one.
Which got us on the general
topic of flags and flag etiquette.
I long ago decided that South
Florida in general lacked a healthy
respect for the nation's flag, which was
only exacerbated during Hurricane
Frances when nobody bothered to
take down the one that was flying
above my apartment building and I
had to go rescue it myself when the
weather turned ugly. I don't know
who was supposed to be in charge of
that kind of thing, but my guess is
nobody.
I have more or less come t~
expect thatkiIid of thing from the
larger community, but on the NSU
. campus I would like to think I can
hold my standards a little higher.
Unfortunately, I really can't.
While the flags outside of the
libraryandtheHorvitzAdministration
Building are properly lit and set to
half-mast when appropriate, the poor
little flag outside th~ ASA building
seems to have been forgotten. I don't
know when it was last lit at night
(which means it should be taken
down, folded, and put back up in
the morning), and it never did hit
half-mast when one of the former
Presidents died. I don't know if any
other flags on campus get similarly
negkcted (or even if we have any
other outdoor flags on campus), but
this one does.
Not that I'm blaming anyone
in particular. It's likely that making
sure the ASA flag is handled properly
isn't actually anyone's job. It just so
happens that it should be.
Nor do I think anyone is being
disrespectful on purpose; they just
don't know any better. Someone
approached me last month saying we
should find out why the flags were
at half-mast so that we could write a
story about it, so I had to inform him
that the flag remains at half mast for
30 days after the death of a President
or former President. He's probably
not the only one who didn't know.
John Muniz
Sophomore
Miami, FL
Keyla Breton
Freshman
Providence, RI
I didn't know what it meant, I
was trying to figure it out.
I don't know what to make
of them. i have no idea what
it means - I'm assuming it's
some kind of program.
Oscar Marinez
Junior
Miami, FL
Jessica Montez
3rd Year Grad
Hollywood, FL
That's annoying.
I know that the Dean of the
Law School sent some email
out about them, but to be
honest, I didn't read it.
Lisa Robinson
Senior
Fairfax, VA
Xander Flores
Freshman
West Philadelphia, PA
closed to the NSU community. So
what do clubs do? .They say events,
like. induction ceremonies that no
students other than .the inductees
care about, are open for anyone to
come if' they wish. That is a real
bastardized meaning of the word
'open' as it applies to events. I have
no desire whatsoever '. togo to an
induction ceremony of a club. I do
not belong to or am not planning to
join. Events like those are essentially.
members-only. 1 don't see anyone's
idea of fun on'· a Friday night as
going to a random induction
ceremony. And yes, I a~·. talking
about Tri Beta's ceremony bill that
passed. And every other ceremony
or event that is essentially closed to
non-members. Again, there should
be a separate account for that
business. That money needs· to be
spent by clubs to throw events that
will benefit the common student.
It is unfortunate that the SGA is
running out ofmoney. Whenitdoes
run out, there will be a noticeable
drop in the number of club events.
Take that, school spirit! Where
did that money go, by theway?)t
hopped on a plane and w:ent,to a
conference instead of entertaini~g
the student body.
FLY
continued from page 13
I have no idea what they are. If
I knew what they were, I'd have
an opinion about them.
They're weird and I think
they're kinda' stupid. And the
funny thing is, I don't know
what they mean.
Andrew Ibrahim
. President
2007 NSUSGA
To be continued .
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As President of this organization,
I saw no otherway to govern and
follow through. With that mission
except to make'drastic changes to
the role of the Student Government
Association in the eyes of the NSU
Administration, as well as our
constituents. This year we have been
guided by our pledge to be a body
that sets lofty goals, and could be
relied upon to fulfill our promises
and responsibilities.
From the beginning~ the
campaignoftheImpactPartypledged
_~ccountability and. accessibility:
~asing the process by which' clubs
and organizations received funding
from the NSUSGA, encouraging
school spirit and event attendance,
as well as improved communication
between the SGA, student body,
and the NSU Administration. As
an SGA, we ,wanted to enhance
students' social and academic
opportunities, and strengthen our
clubs and organizations. Most
importantly; we wanted to guarantee
that we were accurately placing
our energy and resources into the
most representative interests of the
student body at Nova Southeastern.
To achieve this concept of
accountability and representation,
we went straight to the customers.
Realizing that the key to
.. engaging the student body qould
dependoh the success of Welcome
Week, we believed that changes
to the Student Government's role
in Welcome Week were in order.
All summer, our Executive Board
collaborated with the Office of
Student Engagement to plan the
inaugural Sharkapalooza. We
contacted clubs and organizations,
decorated, and collaborated with
departments allover campus to
ensure that when students returned
to NSU in the fall, they would be
filled with pride and excitement for
what was to come this year. With
the opening of the new University
Center, we began the transition into
a new era on our campus, and we
looked forward to some exciting
changes taking place. Despite
the rain, Sharkapalooza was a
tremendous success, as clubs and
organizations moved the event out
of the storm and into the Rosenthal
Cafeteria. The Student Government
gave away 200 free shirts, as well as
NSU frisbees and mugs, and saw to
it that other organizations were able
to set up and participate in the event
as well. The fortitude of the student
body was in full view at the event,
_ as they would not allow the rain
to dampen their spirits. Again, the
state of our university is strong.
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e 2007 McDonald's.
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